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Abstract 

A Messy Genetic Algorithm is customized toflnd’opti- 
mal many-to-many matches for 2D line segment mod- 
els. The Messy GA is a variant upon the Standard Ge- 
netic Algorithm in which chromosome length can vary. 
Consequently, population dynamics can be made to 
drive a relatively efficient and robust search for larger 
and better matches. Run-times for the Messy GA are 
as much as an order of magnitude smaller than for ran- 
dom starts local search. When compared to a faster 
Key-Feature Algorithm, the Messy Genetic Algorithm 
more reliably finds optimal matches. Empirical results 
are presented for both controlled synthetic and real 
world line matching problems. 

Introduction 
How to create algorithms which recognize objects in 
imagery is one of the key problems facing researchers 
working in Computer Vision. A variety of approaches 
have emerged, including that of matching stored ge- 
ometric models to features extracted from imagery. 
Some of the earliest work in Computer Vision adopted 
this paradigm (Roberts 1965), and many researchers 
have worked on refinements and extensions to the ba- 
sic idea. Some of the most prominent work relating 
to this topic includes tree search (Grimson 1990), pose 
clustering (Stockman 1987), pose equivalence analy- 
sis (Cass 1992) and local search (Beveridge 1993). Also 
important is work on indexing techniques such as ge- 
ometric hashing (Lamdan, Schwartz, & Wolfson 1990) 
and geometric invariants (J. Mundy and A. Zisserman 
(editors) 1992). 

The specific task addressed in this paper is that of 
finding optimal matches between 2D models and image 
data where both model and data are expressed as sets 
of line segments. Image, or data, segments are typi- 
cally extracted from imagery using one of several stan- 
dard straight line extraction algorithms (Burns, Han- 
son, & Riseman 1986). Object models come from a 
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variety of sources, including 3D CAD models and ref- 
erence images. A match is characterized by both a dis- 
crete correspondence mapping between model and data 
segments as well as an associated geometric transfor- 
mation which aligns the object model to the matched 
data. For the correspondence mapping, many-to-many 
matches are allowed. The alignment process will allow 
for variations in 2D orientation, position and size. 

This paper contributes a new combinatorial opti- 
mization algorithm which finds matches faster and 
more reliably than any other technique known to the 
authors. This algorithm is an adaptation of a class 
of Genetic Algorithms called a Messy GA (Goldberg, 
Korb, & Deb 1989). What characterizes a Messy GA 
is the ability to operate on populations consisting of 
partial chromosomes. While representing a significant 
departure from the biological model of genetics, the 
ability to handle partial chromosomes makes the Messy 
GA ideal for manipulating partial matches. 

Background 
While the Messy GA is new to Computer Vision, it 
recapitulates some common ideas in a novel framework. 
One idea is to exploit small sets of pairwise matched 
model and data features: typically n-tuples where n 
equals 2, 3 or 4. For example, all Generalized Hough 
Transform (Davis & Yam 1980; Ballard 1981) and Pose 
Clustering (Stockman 1987) algorithms involve a step 
where n-tuples of paired features constrain or vote for 
transformations that align model to data. The Messy 
GA uses 3-tuples of spatially proximate pairs of model 
and data segments as an initial population. 

How the Messy GA evolves a population of partial 
matches is suggestive of a clustering process, and it is 
tempting to compare the Messy GA with prior work on 
pose cluster (Stockman 1987; Olson 1994). The com- 
parison is apt to the degree that both algorithms seek 
groups of paired features which imply a common align- 
ment between the model and data. However, while 
pose clustering does this explicitly in the pose space, 
the Messy GA clusters pairs based upon a global eval- 
uation of the consistency of the match. 

Other significant works on matching 2D line mod- 
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els include (Grimson 1990) and (Cass 1992). Grimson 
has done perhaps the most thorough study of compu- 
tational complexity. He has shown that tree search has 
O(m2d2) average case complexity for problems involv- 
ing a single instance of an asymmetric object model. 
Here m is the number of model segments and d the 
number of data segments. If models are symmetric 
or more than one model instance is present, then tree 
search becomes exponential: O(dm) or O(md) depend- 
ing on formulation. 

Pose equivalence (Cass 1992) analysis combines 
search in pose and correspondence space. For 2D prob- 
lems involving rotation, translation and scale, pose 
equivalence analysis has an analytic worst-case com- 
plexity bound of O(lc4 n4). Here, n = md and k is 
the number of sides on a convex polygon within which 
corresponding features must appear. The exponent 4 
derives from the 4 degrees of freedom in a 2D similarity 
transform. The existence of this bound is significant, 
but the dependence upon n4 precludes large problems 
in the worst case. 

A final broad class of matching algorithms are those 
which look for a complete match by first seeking highly 
predictive n-tuples. For example, (Lowe 1985) uses 
general principles of perceptual organization to find lo- 
calized features which predicted the presence of a mod- 
eled 3D object. (Huttenlocher & Ullman 1990) took a 
similar approach, but went further in formulating the 
idea of a ranked list of indexing features. 

The Optimal Matching Problem 
This paper will adopt the formulation of matching as a 
combinatorial optimization problem presented in (Bev- 
eridge 1993; J. Ross Beveridge & Steinborn 1997; 
J. Ross Beveridge & Graves 1997). The Messy GA uses 
constructs from both the Random Starts Local Search 
and Key-Feature algorithms presented in these papers. 
Consequently, it is best to present the Messy GA by 
first reviewing the problem formulation and these two 
other algorithms. For reasons of limited space, some 
details must be omitted and interested readers are di- 
rected to these other papers for additional background. 

Optimal 2D Line Matching 
Line matching determines the correspondence mapping 
between a set of model line segments A4 and data line 
segments D that minimizes a match error function. 
The match error is formulated as the sum of fit and 
omission errors. The fit error indicates how closely the 
model fits the data. The omission error measures the 
extent to which the model line segments are covered 
by the data. Match error may be written as: 

The weighting coefficient (T controls the relative impor- 
tance of the two error components and controls when 
it is better to omit versus include a data segment in 

a match. In general, g is the maximum allowable dis- 
tance in pixels between two segments which should be 
included in a match. 

Anytime Emat,.h is evaluated, evaluation begins by 
fitting the model to the data so as to minimize the 
antegrated squared perpendicular distance between in- 
finitely extended model lines and the bounded data line 
segments. Fitting is done subject to a 2D similarity 
transformation. The best-fit transformation is deter- 
mined by solving for the roots of a second order poly- 
nomial and specifies a scaling, rotation and translation 
which best-fits the model the corresponding data. The 
fit error Efit is a function of the residual squared error 
after fitting. The omission error Eomission is a non- 
linear function of the percentage of the model segments 
not covered by corresponding data segments after the 
model has been fit to the data. 

The search space for matching is the power set C of 
all pairs S drawn from the set of model segments M 
and data segments D. Thus, I:” 1 

ScMxD c = 2s (2) 

Matching seeks the optimal match c* E C such that 

E match(C*) 5 &,mtch(C) v/c E c (3) 

Random Starts Local Search 
Perhaps the simplest algorithm to find optimal 
matches is steepest-descent on a ‘Hamming-distance-l’ 
neighborhood. This neighborhood is so named because 
any correspondence mapping c may be represented by 
a bit-string of length n, where n E ISI. A ‘1’ in po- 
sition j of the bit-string indicates that the jth pair in 
the set S is part of the match c. The n neighbors of c 
are generated by successively toggling each bit. Hence, 
the neighborhood contains all matches created by ei- 
ther 1) adding a single pair s not already in the match 
or 2) removing a single pair s currently in the match. 

Steepest-descent local search using this neighbor- 
hood computes Rematch for all n neighbors of the cur- 
rent match c, and moves to the neighbor yielding the 
greatest improvement: the greatest drop in Ematch. 
Search terminates at a local optimum when no neigh- 
bor is better than the current match. Recall that in. 
evaluating Ematch the best global alignment of model 
to data is computed. Thus, all decisions about the rel- 
ative worth of an individual pair of segments s E S is 
made in light of how this change alters the complete fit 
of the model to the currently matched data segments. 

Because local search often becomes stuck at unde- 
sirable local optima, it is common to run multiple tri- 
als. Each trial is started from a randomly chosen ini- 
tial match ci. The random selection of cZ is biased to 
choose, on average, X data segments for each model 
segment. Specifically, let h, be the number of pairs 
in S which contain a model segment m. Each of these 
pairs is included in Q with independent probability i. 
Our experience suggests X = 4 is a good choice, thus 
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binding on average 4 data segments to each model seg- 
ment . 

Over t trials, the probability of failing to find a good 
match drops as an exponential function oft. Let P, be 
the probability of finding a good solution on a single 
trial. The probability of failing to find a good match 
in t trials is: 

Qf = (1 - 5)” (4 
More generally, given a set of training problem in- 

stances it is possible to derive an estimate t, for the 
number of trials needed to solve these problems. Let 
P, be the true probability of successfully finding the 
optimal match in a single trial. Now note that the 
maximum likelihood estimate @s for this true proba- 
bility is the ratio of the number of trials where the 
optimal match is found over the total number of trials 
run. 

From ps, the required number of trials t, needed to 
solve a particular problem to a preset level of confi- 
dence Qs may be derived from equation 4: 

t, = [logkf Qfl Qp = l-Qs i)f = l-r;, (5) 

Key-Feature Algorithm 
The Random Starts Local Search algorithm just pre- 
sented can be turned into a deterministic search al- 
gorithm by initiating search from k carefully selected 
key feature matches. Here our key features F will be 
based upon triples of paired model and data segments. 
If there are n possible pairings between model and data 
features in the set S, then there are n3 possible triples. 
For typical problems presented below, n M 1,000. It 
is impractical to enumerate and rank 1,000, 000,000 
triples; clearly, some filter must be used. We use a 
very general heuristic: Filtering by spatial proximity 
will generate on the order of n ranked triples. 

To generate spatially proximate triples, first model 
and data segments are analyzed independently to find 
the nearest neighbors of each. For each model line 

c 11/f rlatarm;mo th, ,l,c,ot t..m ndnhhnrn in nnrl TXj c 4v1, uc2ucxuuucz u&z= Irlvcxcou uwv LLGA~LLUVLU rr*ii cuuu 
rniz as defined by Euclidean distance 6: 

6 (mi,mil) I 6 (wmk) V mk E M - {md 

6 (mi,mi2) I 6 (m,,mk) ‘J mk E M - (mi,mil} 

Analogous nearest neighbors djl and d,2 for each data 
line segment d3 E D are found. 

When matching segments M to D, each pair of 
segments (mi,d,) E S form two spatially proximate 
triples fr and fz: 

,fi = ((m?, dj) ! (mgl, d,l) j (rnzzl dJ2)) 
h = (Cm, 4) , (ml, 42) , (m, 41)) 

Since each of the n pairs of model and data segments 
in S leads to 2 triples, there are 2n spatially proximate 
triples in the initial set of key features F. 

In keeping with the assumption that some key fea- 
tures are- better than others, order the set F from low- 
est to highest match error; 

‘, ‘,’ ,’ ‘, ,’ ‘,,/ 

F = -Ui,f2,...f2n} 

E(h) < E(fi) iff k<l 
TL- ,r.-- T;l-r __I- A I--.LLL- !-:2.:-I-.. l---l ^^^_^ L f- I Ilt: mey raalJure f%ilg”L-lblllll Ill lblaCeY I”ul.l YeaL-cu ML- 

dependently from each of the k best triples in F. More- 
over, since it is assumed that the triple is a good match, 
the neighborhood is restricted to consider only the ad- 
dition of pairs s E S. One question is how deep into 
the ranked set F to go. Our experiments take a con- 
servative approach and use all 2n triples. 

The Messy Genetic Algorithm 
Messy Genetic Algorithms (Goldberg, Korb, & Deb 
1989) differ from normal Genetic Algorithms in that 
they allow variable-length strings that may be under- 
specified or over-specified with respect to the problem 
being solved. For matching geometric models, this 
means they can operate over partial matches and so 
piece together larger and better matches. 

A Messy GA typically has three phases: 

1. Initialization. 

2. Primordial Phase. 

3. Juxtapositional phase. 
In the initialization phase some procedure is used to 
enumerate a set of partial chromosomes. Next, in the 
primoridial phase, these partial chromosomes are eval- 
uated using a fitness function and some subset of these 
found to be most fit are used to form the initial popula- 
tion. Finally, the juxtapositional phase is analogous to 
the normal cycle of selection and recombination used 
in a traditional GA. 

For initialization, our Messy GA uses the same set 
of spatially proximate triples F defined above for the 
Key-Feature Algorithm. This customized initialization 
phase creates 2n triples to seed the initial population. 
pqext . ..%.:-,w41:nl , iii thy prru1v~um4 PhL%33, +h., tr:w-.lnn nw,. nAr+rrA CIICT ulprou alcj U”A ucx.4 

by the match error Rematch and some fraction of the 
best form the initial population. In the experiments 
presented here, all the 2n triples are used. 

During juxtaposition, selection is used together with 
two operators: cut and splice. Cut ‘cuts’ the chromo- 
some at random position. Splice ‘attaches’ two cut 
chromosomes together. These two operators are the 
equivalents of crossover in a traditional GA. In our 
matching problem, a chromosome h is a variable length 
set of pairs h c S representing a match between model 
and data segments. Both the cut and splice operators 
pick the positions in the set representations where cut- 
ting and splicing take place with uniform probability. 
Hence, for example, if a set h contains 6 pairs of model 
and data segments, then cut will select one of the five 
possible break points with equal probability. 
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To select parents, the Messy GA uses a’variant of 
the Genitor (Whitley & Starkweather 1990) algorithm 
which uses fitness ranking to bias selection and a mono- 
tinic replacement strategy. Selection based upon rank 
means that two parents are selected for recombination 
based upon their ranking in the population rather than 
upon the absolute difference in fitness between them- 
selves and the others in the population. To make this 
process more efficient, the population is always main- 
tained in sorted order from lowest to highest Ematch. 
The current parameterization of the algorithm makes 
the most fit individual twice as likely to be selected as 
a parent as compared to the least fit individual. 

Monotonic selection means that each time two par- 
ents are selected and used to create a child, that child 
is inserted back into the original ranked ordered pop- 
ulation based upon its newly computed Ematch. Af- 
terward, the least fit individual is removed from the 
population. This means that if a child is inferior to all 
other individuals in the population, then that child is 
effectively discarded. This also means that the overall 
quality of the population will increase monotonically, 
since a worse individual can never displace one which 
is more fit. 

To help drive the Messy Genetic Algorithm to a so- 
lution, every three generations the least fit individual 
in the population is dropped and the population size 
correspondingly shrinks by one. Every f = $ genera- 
tions, an individual is selected from the population and 
local search is run using the selected match as an initial 
state. If the result is better than the worst currently in 
the population, then it is inserted back into the pop- 
ulation. This periodic use of local search as part of 
the genetic search is of great practical benefit, and is 
consistent with other results suggesting hybridized al- 
gorithms of this type often out perform pure Genetic 
or Local Search (D. Whitley, J. Ross Beveridge, C. 
Graves and K. Mathias 1996). 

Like Random Starts Local Search, the Messy Ge- 
netic Algorithm is a non-deterministic search algo- 
rithm. Consequently, the same technique of running 
multiple independent trials in order to increase the 
probability of seeing the best match applies. Further, 
the probability @.. that the Messy Genetic Algorithm 
will succeed on any given trial can again be estimated. 

Messy GA Performance Compared to 
Alternative Search Algorithms 

In comparing the new Messy GA to previous algo- 
rithms, two things are important: time required to 
s&p R nrnhlnm a.nd nrnha.hilitv 8nv &ven nrohlem is I =--“----- --_- I---------J J ~ _.-.. =--.------ 
solved optimally. The Key-Feature Algorithm is de- 
terministic, and hence characterizing its performance 
is relatively straight forward. The algorithm is run for 
all 2n Key-Features and the time required and quality 
of the resulting best match is recorded. 

In contrast, the Messy GA and Random Starts Local 

Search algorithms are non-deterministic, and analysis 
begins by running a sufficient number of trials that 
it is possible to estimate the probability of finding an 
optimal solution in a given run or trial. Here 1,000 
trials of Random Starts Local Search and 100 trials of 
the Messy GA are run. Of course, in some cases, the 
best is not found even in a great many empirical trials, 
and then this probability cannot be estimated and the 
algorithm is considered to have failed. 

Here we present results comparing run-time and 
probability of solving a problem for a synthetic data 
set designed to test matching algorithms under a vari- 
ety of controlled conditions. Results are also presented 
on an application domain considered by the authors to 
be challenging: matching line segments representing a 
horizon extracted from a digital terrain map to line 
segments extracted from.an image of the same terrain. 

Comparison on Controlled Synthetic Data 
Figure 1 shows examples of 48 test problems created 
from six stick figure models. These six models have 
been chosen to test a matching algorithm under dif- 
ferent conditions known to be problematic for at least 
some matching techniques. Included is a “Dandelion” 
with 1 K fnlrl nartial cxrmmotrv 2nd 2 “T oaf” in whirh ““AU&A L” L”LU yc.a “ILYS “J”““V”‘J LuaA- CA -.A,,, A-I 7.ASA”II 
the line segments approximate an underlying curved 
boundary. Also included is a simple three line segment 
“Pole” whose simplicity might be expected to cause 
problems for a Key-Feature approach. 

To create the test data for each model, model seg- 
ments are randomly scaled and placed in the data im- 
ages and are potentially fragmented, skewed and omit- 
ted. Finally, random clutter and structured clutter are 
added to the data. In 24 problems, 0, 10, 20 and 30 
additional clutter segments are randomly placed about 
the image for each model: Figure la. In the another 
24 problems, 0, 1, 2 and 3 additional more highly cor- 
rupted model instances are added: Figure lb. The 
smallest resulting search space contains 2r2 matches, 
the largest 2 112g6. This dataset is available through our 
website: http: //www. cs. colostate. edu/mvision. 

Optimal matches can be reliably found to 
all 48 problems using Random Starts Local 
Search (J. Ross Beveridge & Graves 1997). However, 
as shown in (J. Ross Beveridge & Steinborn 1997), the 
Key-Feature Algorithm only finds optimal solutions to 
7 out of the 48 problems. Thus, while the Key-Feature 
Algorithm runs in perhaps a tenth of the time required 
by Random Starts Local Search, it does not reliably 
find optimal matches. 

Like Random Starts Local Search, the Messy GA 
&Q finds the nntimd mn.tch for dl 48 nrnhlems. hilt: -I- I------ ----d-^- --- p --.-------, --” 

it requires considerably less time to so. For the Messy 
GA, the average number of trials required t, (equa- 
tion 5) over the 48 problems is 2, the median is 1, the 
minimum is 1 and the maximum is 9. For Random 
Starts Local Search, the the average t, is 111, the me- 
dian is 42, the minimum is 5 and the maximum is 998. 
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(b) 
Figure 1: Test suite. a) Random clutter, b) Multiple 
model instances. 

An estimate of the time required to solve each prob- 
lem with 95% confidence is the average run-time per 
trial times the number of trials t,. These run-times 
for a Spare 20 are shown in Figure 2. On average, 
the Messy Genetic Algorithm is 5.9 times faster than 
Random Starts Local Search. Perhaps more impor- 
tantly, the Messy Genetic Algorithm is doing better 
on the harder problems. Divide the problems into the 
the 24 solved quickly by Random Starts Local Search 
and the 24 requiring the most time. On the easier 
problems, the Messy Genetic Algorithm runs on aver- 
age 2.5 faster. In contrast, for the harder 24 problems 
the Messy Genetic Algorithm runs 9.4 times faster. In 
other words, for the problems taking thousands of sec- 
onds to solve using Random Starts Local Search, the 
Messy Genetic Algorithm is dropping run-times by an 
order of magnitude. 

Horizon Matching Comparison 
An interesting application for optimal line matching 
has arisen in the context of the Unmanned Ground Ve- 
hicle (UGV) Program (Firschein & Strat 1997). It was 
found that when a mobile robot operating outdoors 
used a Satellite Global Positioning System (GPS), ve- 
hicle position was reliably known to within several me- 
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Figure 2: Comiparison of run-times. 

ters. However, using an inertial guidance system to 
track vehicle orientation, errors of from 1 to 2 degrees 
were common. These errors generate uncertainty in 
camera pointing angle relative to the terrain, and even 
small orientation errors translate to large pixel errors. 

For example, a 2 degree error equates to a 50 pixel 
error when using a 10 degree field of view camera and 
5122 images. If an algorithm could match the hori- 
zon as it is predicted to appear to the true horizon 
in the image, then this error in 3D orientation could 
be corrected. Moreover, because the horizon is a dis- 
tant object and essentially all the uncertainty is in 3D 
pointing angle, the resulting matching task is essen- 
tially 2D. In other words, the predicted horizon *need 
only be rotated and translated.relative to the true hori- 
zon, and scaling is only required to account for minor 
inconsistencies in sensor calibration. 

The Messy GA, Key-Feature and Random Starts Lo- 
cal Search algorithms have all been tested on a series 
of horizon matching problems of this type using im- 
agery, terrain maps and sensor data from the UGV 
Demo C test site (Ray Rimey 1995). Imagery and ex- 
ample horizon features for one of the two UGV loca- 
tions used to generate matching problems are shown 
in Figure 3. Figure 3a shows the CCD image captured 
from the UGV. Figure 3b shows a rendering of the ter- 
rain map based upon the estimated position and ori- 
entation of the vehicle. Figure 3c shows line segments 
extracted from the CCD image using the Burns algo- 
rithm (Burns, Hanson, & Riseman 1986). Figure 3d 
shows segments extracted from a thresholded version 
of the rendered terrain image using the same line ex- 
traction algorithm. The images are all 512 pixels across 
by 480 pixels high. 

Horizon matching is important in the context of this 
paper because it is appears to generate challenging 
2D matching problems of practical utility. One factor 
making horizon matching challenging is that horizons 
are relatively long and narrow structures which exhibit 
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Figure 3: Horizon matching problem. a) CCD Image, 
b) rendered terrain map, c) segments extracted from 
:-..c.., ?I\ nn”m-“.rm+n ,..+,,,.+,A L,.m rnwrl#e.,4 +l\rr‘,:r. ulla&ys, u, DepgllGlrbo lT;nbLQILlrGU U”lll II?IIucQLcxl bcLl.alll. 

significant amounts of self-similarity. In the limiting 
case of a flat horizon, the horizon becomes a line and 
the problem becomes ill-posed. Typically, a match- 
ing algorithm must select the best match out of many 
possible partial matches. It is also a domain in which 
allowing for a many-to-many mapping between model 
and data is important. This is because the horizon is 
in fact a curve which is approximated by line segments, 
and the break points in the model and data are almost 
certain to fall at different points. 
Results for Two Vehicle Locations Data from 
two different vehicle locations were used to generate 
a total of 54 different optimal matching problems. 
For each location the terrain map was rendered for 
27 perturbed camera pointing angles. The perturba- 
tions were: pan -2”, O’, +2’, roll -5”, O’, +5’ and tilt 
-l”,O”, +2”. For each of the 54 matching problems, 
Random Starts Local Search was run for 1,000 trials, 
the Messy GA was run for 100 trials and the Key- 
Feature Algorithm was run from all 2n spatially prox- 
imate triples. These are conservative settings for all 
three algorithms, involving substantial amounts of run- 
time with the goal of giving the algorithm the fairest 
chance of finding the best match. 

For vehicle location 1, all three algorithms found the 
optimal horizon line match. However, for vehicle loca- 
tion 2 (Figure 3), the Key-Feature Algorithm failed to 
find the optimal match on 3 out of the 27 problems 
and Random Starts Local Search failed on 9 out of the 
27 problems. The Messy GA was the only algorithm 

&me: 

Vehicle Location 1 

36: 
Min. Max. Med. 

247 469 371 6; 

MGA 1,006 749 1,414 977 180 
RSLS 1,180 480 1,870 1,140 371 
KF 118 69 161 118 22 
P,: 
MGA 0.97 0.56 1.00 1.00 0.09 
RSLS 0.009 0.001 0.033 0.007 0.07 

Vehicle Location 2 
Min. Max. Med. 

n 108! 456 2083 1140 42: 
Time:: 
MGA 7,171 1,907 15,766 6,414 3,624 
RSLS 8,137 1,230 27,040 7,400 6,105 
KF 1,307 288 2,836 1,027 683 
P,: 
MGA 0.57 0.01 1.00 0.49 0.40 
RSLS 0.002 0.0 0.026 0.001 0.005 

MGA: Messy GA 
RSLS: Random Starts Local Search 
KF: Key-Feature Algorithm 

Table 1: Problem size n, run-time statistics and prob- 
abilities of success for the two vehicle locations. 

to find the optimal match on all 54 problems. 
Table 1 summarizes the problem sizes, run-times and 

measured probability of success 1”), for the 27 match- 
ing problems arising out of each of the two vehicle loca- 
tions. Run-time is measured in seconds on a Sun Spare 
20. Observe that 100 trials of the Messy GA takes time 
comparable to the 1,000 trials of Random Starts Lo- 
cal Search. Also observe that while the median ?s for 
vehicle location 2 is high, 0.49, the minimum value is 
0.01. Thus, while 100 trials is more than needed on 
most problems, it is barely adequate for the hardest 
problem. 

The Messy GA as Cordinated Search 
The Key-Feature algorithm exemplifies a general 
heuristic applied widely in object recognition work. 
As indicated in (J. Ross Beveridge & Steinborn 1997), 
when the Key-Features are reliable predictors of an 
object, then Key-Feature matching is a very useful. 
However, in difficult problems where more and more 
Kmr-lhatnroc mart ho rnnaiAcwrvl in nrrlar tn OIISP~~- ALVJ _L”I*I”UL”+.2 AllL‘U” V” “V~~“AUVI”U 1-A “AYVL Y.. bUC”‘UYL& 
tee finding an optimal match, one begins to observe 
wasted effort resulting from the fact that search to fill 
out the match from each Key-Feature is conducted in 
isolation. 

The Messy GA is a technique for initiating a single 
coordinated search from a large set of Key-Features 
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as opposed to many isolated searches. In the Messy 
GA, population dynamics introduce competition which 
tends to focus effort on more promising partial solu- 
tions and away from others. By operating within a 
single population, the Messy GA may also reduce the 
amount of effort spent repeatedly enumerating nearly 
identical solutions. Since it is reasonable to expect that 
a single coordinated search is more efficient than many 
isolated ones, it reasonable to conjecture that for dif- 
ficult matching tasks the Messy GA will prove itself 
more efficient than Key-Feature approaches. 

Conclusion 
A new matching algorithm has been presented based 
upon a Messy Genetic Algorithm. This algorithm has 
been compared to both Random Starts Local Search 
and a Key-Feature Algorithm. On controlled synthetic 
data and real world data, the Messy GA performs bet- 
ter than either of these two alternative approaches. On 
the synthetic problems, the Messy GA finds optimal 
matches on all 48 test problems in run-time compa- 
rable to that needed by the Key-Feature Algorithm. 
However, the Key-Feature Algorithm finds sub-optimal 
matches in 7 out of the 48 problems. Matching hori- 
zons from rendered digital elevation maps to horizons 

-.-I-- AL” x,3-_____ cl A P ̂___ “I in CCD imagery, omy 611e ~vlassy crfi LOU~~U optimal 
matches in all 54 test cases. Additional refinements to 
the Messy GA are certainly possible, and perhaps the 
most interesting would be to bias the selection phase 
to favor recombination of parents which imply similar 
object pose estimates. 
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